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Break through the layers of cultural conditioning that separate you from total connection and

communication with animals. See, hear, smell, touch, taste, feel, and experience the world through

other beings perspectives. Understand animals to depths unimagined. Learn how to help resolve

animal behavior and emotional issues, illness, and pain and deepen mutual understanding and

cooperation. This series of six compact disc recordings on four major topics covers the theory and

practice of directly communicating mind-to-mind and heart-to-heart with other species. Filled with

timeless and many-layered wisdom, you can listen to these recordings again and again for growth in

understanding and skill. Your animal friends may want to listen along with you. The wealth of

knowledge and insight on these recordings has helped many animal communicators begin their

careers and improve their professional practice. 1. How to Communicate with Animals Practice

simple, basic steps extended from the techniques in the classic book, Animal Talk. (Not as

comprehensive as the exercises and pointers in the How to Communicate with Animals The Basic

Course CD set) (1 hour) 2. Animal Intelligence and Awareness How intelligent are animals? Is

Homo sapiens the only species that is self-aware? Find out about animals' comprehension,

reasoning, and awareness based on actual communication and observable responses from

animals. (1 hour) 3. Understanding Animals' Viewpoints Get the "inside story" on how animals view

humans and the world around them. Numerous experiences reveal animals' purposes, sense of

humor, deep feelings, and spiritual insights. Release blocks to your full connection with other

species. (2 hours) 4. Healing and Counseling with Animals Learn straightforward methods to help

animals through emotional trauma, fear, injury, illness, and dying (not a substitute for veterinary

assistance but ways to promote healing). Bodywork and counseling in-person and at a distance.

Contacting animals who have died. Entities. Insight into Penelope s seasoned approach to

counseling with animals. (2 hours)
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Communicating with animals telepathically throughout her life, Penelope Smith discovered in 1971

that animals could be relieved of emotional traumas and other problems through the same

counseling techniques that helped humans. The training and experience that have contributed to

her success are her educational background, with bachelor's and master's degrees in the social

sciences; years of training and experience in human counseling, nutrition, and holistic body energy

balancing methods; research into animal nutrition, anatomy, behavior, and care; plus the firsthand

education from the thousands of animals she has contacted. Smith's visionary work as the leading

pioneer in the field whose name she originated, interspecies telepathic communication, has been

featured in newspaper and magazine articles, numerous books, and on radio and television. She

has developed tried-and-true telepathic communication techniques, complementing ancient wisdom

and modern scientific knowledge. Her methods foster people's ability to understand and

communicate with animals on physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual levels. A legendary teacher

for over three decades, she has helped launch the careers of numerous professional animal

communicators. Smith feels that the sacred connection we make through telepathic communication

with other species is essential for human wholeness. She believes that everyone is born with the

power to communicate with other species, and that, although it is long lost for most people, it can be

regained for the benefit of all beings on Earth. Penelope Smith is the author of the popular, classic

books on the subject, Animal Talk (available in many languages), When Animals Speak, and,

Animals in Spirit. She is the editor of Species Link magazine, founded in 1990. Her audio recordings

include the Animal Communication Mastery Series, Animal Healing Power, Animal Spirit Call, and

the How to Communicate with Animals The Basic Course.
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